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Outline

• Motivating the Dashboarding Approach

• Exploring the Proto-Dashboard for an ocean 
account for Norway

• Guiding Principles for Dashboarding

• Link to Live Version of the Norway Dashboard
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Features of the Norway Dashboard



Technical Details

• Tableau/PowerBI/other platforms are “point-and-click”

• Bespoke R, Python, and VBA on front and back ends

• Live calling of publicly available data in JSON format



Technical Details

• Manipulation, aggregation, and filtering done in real time

• Can be paired with AI to answer sophisticated questions

• “How many kg of herring were caught in 2008?”

• Supports geospatial information and display formats



To-Do List for Additional Features

•Greater sectoral disaggregation

•Geospatial data and visualization

•Move beyond publicly available data sources
• Greater scope, greater scale, greater resolution

• Little additional effort to onboard more data

•Adding tools for natural capital and ecosystem 
valuation.



Guiding Principles for Dashboarding



Why 
Dashboards?

• Organize existing information and 
expose gaps

• Facilitate within-country 
comparison

• Place information directly into the 
hands of policymakers







At Least Three National Accounting Indicators



Why Three (or More) Indicators?

Too often we focus on GDP to answer questions about the economy.

• GDP is a static measure of  output
• How much a country produces and how

• Not a measure of well-being or welfare.

• Income Measures track flows of benefits to people
• But, theory ≠ practice for income in SNA (Jorgenson 2018)

• Ability of a country’s residents to consume and prosper

• Maybe does a better job than GDP, but debated

• Changes in the balance sheet connect to sustainability
• Opportunities passed on to future generations



Vision for Ocean Accounts

2022



Benefits of Dashboards for Ocean Sustainability

• Assemble existing data into a multifaceted & dynamic policy tool.

• Avoid headline indicators that capture only a single dimension.

• Allow national statistics officers to leave boundary decisions in 
the hands of decision makers.
• What is in? 

• What is out? 

• When?

• Allow policymakers to ask deeper questions of the data – and get 
answers. 



Dashboards support systems of national accounts

• Key strength of national accounts is organization of data.

• Dashboards allow oceans accounts to:
• Support plural concerns
• Preserve classic economic notions
• At multiple scales.

• Work with data from multiple sources, fine scale measurement 
not new to national accountants

• Online dashboarding enables problem-specific aggregates and 
makes headline numbers less essential.



GDP

• How do ocean-related industries create resources and products for 
use elsewhere? What jobs do these industries provide?



Beyond GDP

• How do ocean-related industries create resources and products for 
use elsewhere? What jobs do these industries provide?

• How do biological and geophysical processes contribute to products 
for use elsewhere?

• How does the ocean contribute to livelihoods? Whose?

• How does the ocean provide welfare directly? To whom?

• Is the ocean economy being developed sustainably?

• How will a policy change affect aspects of the ocean economy? 

• How will changes in the ocean affect the economy? 

• How will a use of the ocean in one location influence industries and 
residents elsewhere?



Concerns: Are We Ready for Digital Dashboards?
“What if the report says 2.1% today and 1.9% tomorrow?”

Data need not be uploaded continuously. 

Reported headline indicators can be robust. 

Default settings should reproduce headline figures while allowing 
policymakers to “drill-down” without delay.

“Some policymakers prefer paper.”

This dashboard has a static analogue that can be printed as a 
multi-page or single-page document. No additional effort to do so.

“This will take many resources and much time to implement.”

Leverages existing data.

Many software alternatives, PowerBI may be included in MS Office.

This version: 1 person, 6 weeks

Other concerns?



Source: xkcd



Link to Norway Dashboard

Yale Environmental Data Science Website

https://tinyurl.com/oceandashboard

https://tinyurl.com/oceandashboard


Thank you!

Yale Environmental Data Science Website

https://tinyurl.com/oceandashboard

ethan.addicott@yale.edu
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